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Message
It has truly been very fruitful for Mapua University to be a member of the
BEEHIVE (Building Entrepreneurial Ecosystems to Enhance Higher Education
Value-Added for Better Graduate Employability) Consortium. It has helped us
move towards the attainment of our aspiration to be a global school. It has also
significantly contributed towards the achievement of one of our desired student
outcomes, which is to situate technological knowledge in the context of social
needs, including those of industry. Among other things, the BEEHIVE National
Benchmarking Report, the Free-for-All MOOC, Labelisation, and the Accelerator
program have become conduits for our students and teachers to gain real world
pitching experience.
I would like to thank the representatives of the Erasmus Plus Programme of the
European Union and our fellow members of the consortium for the success of this
multi-country initiative. Even as BEEHIVE ends, please rest assured that we shall
continue building upon the entrepreneurial ecosystem that we have started under
BEEHIVE. Lastly, congratulations to the BEEHIVE Team!

Reynaldo B. Vea, PhD
President and Chief Executive Officer
Mapua University
Manila, Philippines
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WestBIC recognise the valuable contribution that BEEHIVE has made to building sustainable
university entrepreneurial ecosystems in Indonesia & Philippines. The results of this initiative
can only prove to be a win win situation for the students and graduates in these regions, by
enhancing their immediate employability and more importantly, their ability in turn to create
additional value added jobs in their regions. As an organisation who works very closely with
the third level education sector and universities in the West/North West of Ireland, WestBIC
have seen first-hand the benefits of providing structures and support systems to stimulate
enterprise development in this sector.
The BEEHIVE MOOC and BEEHIVE Label are an important mechanism to ensure that these
structures and enterprise ecosystems are founded on well-established principles and quality
marks. WestBIC were honoured to be part of this Erasmus+ project and look forward to our
final partner meeting in Manila in September as well as the continued rollout and development
of the BEEHIVE aims and objectives.
Mary Ryan
Deputy CEO,
WestBIC
Ireland
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Mabuhay! As one of the partner universities of the EU Erasmus+ Program’sBEEHIVE Project,
University of Cebu warmly welcomes the delegates from our esteemed partner universities in
Indonesia as well asour valuedEU program institutions to our country, the Philippines.
This 7th BEEHIVE Partners’ Meeting dubbed as the International Pitching Event gathers all the
ever-persevering and dynamic teamsof faculty, students and alumni from the five (5) partner
universities in Indonesia and the Philippines as they showcase and pitch their disruptive startup
ideas to the consortium and the community. This specific work package is the result of the
preceding activities that help the five universities in establishing an entrepreneurial ecosystem
and culture. From the honest and revealing national benchmarking reports to the
establishment of the educationally-immersive ‘Entrepreneurship-for-All’MOOC up to the
institutionalization of the Accelerator Program, the equally-privileged partner universities are
more than excited toachieve the BEEHIVE Label as a quality indicator of an entrepreneurial
university.
On behalf of the University of Cebu (UC), I am grateful to the entire EU Erasmus+ BEEHIVE
Consortium for this timely and relevant capacity-building project which helps us inculcate to
our faculty and students the very important entrepreneurial mindsets thereby realizing our
vision of democratizing quality education, being the visionary and industry leader as well as
giving hope and transforming lives. This project is now the focal point that harmonizes all our
efforts in building an entrepreneurial ecosystem across all academic departments and programs
in the university.This project also built strong linkages for UC not only within the consortium
but also among the communities that we have tapped and cherished.
I am confident that this effort will be sustained as well as cultivate more opportunities for our
stakeholders.The BEEHIVE Project is our pioneerproject from Erasmus+. It sets the bar high and
has since catapulted some equally-significant Erasmus+ projects for UC.
Again, thank you to the EU Erasmus+ Program. Finally, our special commendationto Varna
University of Management (VUM) in Bulgaria for spearheading this project and for involving UC.
Daghang salamat.

Candice G. Gotianuy
Chancellor
University of Cebu
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INVESTING IN THE YOUTH, INVESTING IN PEOPLE
In the early years of IdeaSpace, we showed our commitment to the youth by starting them young. We
organized bootcamps and hackathons around the country and took every opportunity to spread the word
about technology entrepreneurship.

In the process, we’ve seen some promising technology enterprises coming from student technopreneurs.
The success from these startups are very slim, and often times, when the students fold their projects all we
are left with is the promise of unrealized potential.
This is the very reason why the support from capacity-building programs such as BEEHIVE is very
important. Not only does it prepare the students for their entrepreneurial journey, it also educates and
empowers accelerator managers by providing them the building blocks needed to form strong universitybased entrepreneurial ecosystems.
Being a part of the project has definitely strengthened our resolve on investing in the youth.
Seeing all the accomplishments of the students who went through the program, it is undeniable that all of
the members of the consortium performed brilliantly and that all of these initiatives sponsored by the
European Union will have lasting effects in the Philippine and Indonesia’s university-based
entrepreneurship ecosystems.
The IdeaSpace team would like to thank and congratulate Varna University of Management for effectively
leading the project from its kick-off in February 2017. The program has enriched not only our technical
knowledge but also our personal connections through the friendships formed during the project.
Congratulations to our host Mapua University for taking lead on the BEEHIVE International Conference,
as well as the final consortium meeting.
Lastly, congratulations to all the partner universities, and organizations for your active participation, at our
partner meetings, the benchmarking report, the MOOC, the labelling program, etc.
Beyond the efforts of the deliverables, the lasting friendships will more than employability, enterprise, and
entrepreneurial universities. In short, a better world.
IdeaSpace is as happy and honored to be the Philippine accelerator partner for the BEEHIVE Erasmus+
Project.

Diane Eustaquio
Executive Director
IdeaSpace Foundation, Inc.
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BEEHIVE
BEEHIVE stands for Building Entrepreneurial Ecosystems to Enhance Higher Education ValueAdded for Better Graduate Employability. The project’s chief end is to support the partner
institutions involved to transform into entrepreneurial universities. The BEEHIVE project is cofunded under the Erasmus+ Programme for Capacity Building in Higher Education. It addresses
the Programme’s regional priority for strengthening of relations between higher education and the
wider economic and social environment through university-enterprise cooperation,
entrepreneurship and employability of graduates.

The concept of entrepreneurial ecosystem encompasses a holistic approach that sees
entrepreneurship not merely as individual efforts but as a process of networking and creating
synergies between different stakeholders. The entrepreneurial ecosystem, whether at university or
national level, is a set of interconnected entrepreneurial actors, organizations, structures and
processes that build and facilitate links and relations with the aim to improve entrepreneurial
performance.

On national level, the main factors of the entrepreneurship ecosystem include government policies,
financial support, market dynamics, entrepreneurship education and training, and culture. At
university level, the features favouring a healthy entrepreneurial system include, inter alia,
entrepreneurship education available to a broad range of students, existence of structured schemes
for student start-up support, mechanisms for knowledge transfer, entrepreneurial approaches
applied in university governance, among others.

The BEEHIVE project combines the efforts of universities in Indonesia and the Philippines that
work together and are supported by four European partner universities, namely the project
coordinating institution Varna University of Management in Bulgaria, the University of Thessaly
in Greece, Reykjavik University in Iceland and Guglielmo Marconi University in Italy. In addition,
the partnership includes the WestBIC business and innovation center from Ireland as well as
IdeaSpace Foundation, Inc, a business start-up supporting foundation in the Philippines.

The project targets Indonesian and Filippino universities’ students and graduates in all four stages
of the entrepreneurial pipeline and addresses various issues linked to entrepreneurship education,

ix
start-up support, innovation and entrepreneurial university governance. Being a joint project with
a scope of intervention mainly at the university level, BEEHIVE addresses and brings legitimate
gains first and foremost to the areas of entrepreneurship education and training as well as creativity
and innovation. In the Philippines, the project consortium includes the Saint Louis University,
Mapua University and the University of Cebu.

The project fosters awareness of entrepreneurship across the campus and introduces up-to-date
business start-up education and training through the means of a MOOC entitled “Entrepreneurship
for All”. Furthermore, through the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme to be embedded at the
partner universities during the second year of the project lifetime, the project will provide support
to innovative start-up endeavors. Last but not least, through the BEEHIVE Label to be designed
and validated towards the end of the project, BEEHIVE will promote the entrepreneurial university
concept across the higher education sectors of Indonesia and the Philippines.

-

BEEHIVE National Benchmarking Report 2018
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ERASMUS+ PROGRAMME, KEY ACTION 2
CAPACITY BUILDING IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Building Entrepreneurial Ecosystems to
Enhance Higher Education Value-Added for Better Graduate Employability
(BEEHIVE)
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE: INTERNATIONAL PITCH EVENT AND FINAL PARTNER
MEETING AGENDA
9th – 12th September 2019

Host institution: Mapua University, Philippines
8th September, Sunday: Arrival of participants to Manila

Day 1, 9th September, Monday
Venue: Mapua University, Makati
International Pitch Event preparations
07:00
8:30 – 9:00
9:30 – 11:00

Pick-up from hotels
Registration
Official Opening (AVR1)
Welcome Remarks by President Reynaldo B. Vea
Meet and greet
Group Photo
Mapua University

11:00 – 12:00

Improvement exercises
Idea Space Foundation, Inc

12:00 – 12:30

Expectation on the pitch
Idea Space Foundation, Inc

12:30 – 13:30

Lunch (Cardinals Room)
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13:30 – 13:45

Icebreaker
Mapua University

13:45 – 14:45

Lecture for Pitch bootcamp (AVR1)
University of Cebu and Universitas Indonesia

14:45 - 16:00

Pitch Bootcamp (AVR1, AVR2, Rm 307, Rm 308, RM 309)
University of Cebu and Universitas Indonesia

16:00 – 17:00

Visit to Kick-start. Inspirational talk (Makati)
QBO Innovation Hub, Kickstart Ventures, Inc.)
Idea Space Foundation, Inc

18:00 – 20:00
20:00

Welcome Dinner – Vikings, SM Jazz, Makati
Back to hotel
Day 2, 10th September, Tuesday
Venue: Mapua University, Intramuros
International Pitch Event preparations

8:30 – 9:00

Registration (RLab 3)

09:30 – 10:30

Recap and what’s next
Mapua University (RLab3)

10:30 – 12:00

Cluster pitch and Room Assignment
Clusters & screeners (YIC Conference Rm)
UI: RU, IS, UC (AVR 1)
BINUS: SLU, UC, Mapua, UTH (AVR 2)
Mapua: VUM, WestBIC, UI (S202)
UC: UTH, IS, BINUS (RLab 3)
SLU: USGM, IS, BINUS, UI (AVR 3)

12:00 – 13:00
13:00 – 14:00

Lunch (AVRs Lounge)
Elevator pitch workshop and feedback on cluster pitching
All project partners
Assigned 5 rooms written above

14:00 – 14:45

Announcement of 10 selected teams
Idea Space Foundation, Inc and WestBIC
Venue: AVR 2

14:45 – 15:30

Final reminders and wrap up
Venue: AVR 2
Free and go easy

xii
Day 3, 11th September, Wednesday
Venue: Mapua University, Intramuros
International Pitch Event
08:30 – 10:30

Registration and Booth set-up

10:30 – 12:00

Technical rehearsal for the 10 selected students

12:00 – 13:00
13:00 – 13:30

Lunch
Registration of external participants
In addition to the BEEHIVE project students and staff members, the event
is intended at and will be attended by 40 relevant project external
stakeholders such as business investors, business angels and companies
representatives and will be live streamed.
Official opening
Welcome Remarks by President Reynaldo B. Vea
(Please see detailed program below)
Free and easy

13:30 – 18:00

Day 4, 12th September, Thursday
Venue: Mapua University YIC Rlab 3
Project day
09:00 – 9:30

Registration

9:30 – 11:00

Quality panel
UTH

11:00 – 11:15
11:15 – 12:45

Coffee break
Project management panel
VUM
Lunch
Project sustainability panel

12:45 – 13:30
13:30 – 14:30
14:30– 16:00

Debriefing and closing session
Distribution of certificates
Exploring Manila together
Free and easy
Students city tour will begin at 08:30

13th September, Friday: Departure of participants

xiii

Contact persons:
Name: Delia B. Senoro, PhD
Email: dbsenoro@mapua.edu.ph; mob: +63 999 225 1388
Name: Rhea P. Carnate
Email: rpcarnate@mapua.edu.ph; mob: +63 945 328 2908
Name: Mary Christine A. Tomas
Email: mcatomas@mapua.edu.ph; mob: +63 917 869 4814
Name: Marthinson M. Villanueva, PhD
Email: mmvillanueva@mapua.edu.ph; mob: +63 917 885 7167
Name: Josephine D. German
Email: jdgerman@mapua.edu.ph; mob: +63 932 674 2100
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BEEHIVE International Pitch Event
September 11, 2019
13:00 pm at Mapua University Gymnasium
Intramuros, Manila, Philippines

1:00 – 1:30

Registration of External Partners

1:30 – 1:35

Philippine National Anthem
Mapua Cardinal Singers

1:35 – 1:40

Opening Video (Mapua)

1:40 – 1:45

Welcome Remarks
Dr. Reynaldo B. Vea
President and Chief Executive Officer,
Mapua University

1:45 – 1:50

Opening Remarks
Representative of EU

1:50 – 1:55

Special Message
Commission on Higher Education
(CHED)

1:55 – 2:00

Acknowledgement of External
Participants
Key People, and Participating Schools

2:00 – 2:05

Project Overview
Christina Armutlieva
(BEEHIVE Overall Coordinator)

2:05 – 2:10

Presentation of the 50 Start-Up
Entries

2:10 – 2:20

Pitching Criteria
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2:20 – 3:20

Pitch Event Presentation
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5
Group 6
Group 7
Group 8
Group 9
Group 10

3:20 – 3:25

Intermission
Mapua Nexus
Acknowledgement of Sponsors

3:25 – 3:30
3:30 – 3:35

Presentation of BEEHIVE Project
Consortium

3:35 – 4:15

Awarding of trophy to the 10
selected groups
By: Pres. Reynaldo B. Vea
Dymaxion Builders Inc.
– Sponsor of trophies

4:15 – 4:30

Announcement of Top 3 Deck
Presentations
By: Pres. Reynaldo B. Vea
EVPAA Bonifacio T. Doma, Jr.

4:30 – 4:40

Intermission
Mapua XDC

4:40 – 5:30

Early dinner and networking
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GRAND PITCHING GUIDELINES
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Each startup team must prepare a “5-minute pitch” (max) to demonstrate the value of their product idea and/or project case.
The presentation material shall be limited to maximum of 12 slides only.
The presenter will be notified during the last 2 minutes of his/her presentation time.
The pitch will be cut-off/stopped in case the presenter will exceed 5 minutes.
Presenters must be in smart casual attire.
The award criteria for selecting the top 2 teams that will represent each HEIs will be as follows:

Criteria
Innovation

Weight
30%

Description
The product/
service solves a
specific problem
and challenges
a status quo

1
The product/
service does
not solve any
problem and
does not
challenge a
status quo

2
The product/
service shows
poor solution
to a problem
and fairly
challenges a
status quo

Rating
3
The product/
service solves
a problem
and
somewhat
challenges a
status quo

4
The product/
service solves
a specific
problem and
challenges a
status quo

5
The product/
service
definitely
solves a
specific
problem and
greatly
challenges a
status quo

xvii

Creativity

30%

The idea is
uniqe and novel
and different
from the
alternative
offered in the
market

The idea is
not uniqe and
novel and is
not different
from the
alternative
offered in the
market

The idea is a
little uniqe
and novel and
a little
different from
the
alternative
offered in the
market

The idea is
somewhat
uniqe and
novel and a
little different
from the
alternative
offered in the
market

The idea is
uniqe and
novel and
different from
the
alternative
offered in the
market

The idea is
very uniqe
and novel and
very different
from the
alternative
offered in the
market

Sustainability

20%

The team can
find resources to
develop and
build the
product and has
the capability
and skills to
bring the idea
forward

The team
cannot
develop and
build the
product and
does not have
the capability
and skills to
bring the idea
forward

The team
may have
difficulty
finding
resources to
develop and
build the
product and
only one
member has
the capability
and skills to
bring the idea
forward

The team can
find resources
to develop
and build the
product but
only a few
members has
the capability
and skills to
bring the idea
forward

The team can
find
resources to
develop and
build the
product and
has the
capability and
skills to bring
the idea
forward

The team can
find plenty of
resources to
develop and
build the
product and
has
outstanding
capability and
skills to bring
the idea
forward

xviii

Quality of
Pitch

20%

The presenter
displayed
thorough
mastery of the
pitch and
presented wellprepared visuals

The presenter
lack
presentation
of the pitch
and
presented
very poor
visuals

The presenter
displayed
partial
presentation
of the pitch
and
presented
poor visuals

The presenter
displayed
satisfactory
presentation
of the pitch
and
presented
acceptable
visuals

The presenter
displayed
above
satisfactory
presentation
of the pitch
and
presented
good visuals

The presenter
displayed
outstanding
presentation
of the pitch
and presented
excellent
visuals

xix

CRITERIA FOR TOP 3 BEST START-UP
PITCH DECK
A] The team

-

20%

B] Market size and validation

-

20%

C] The product and business model

-

20%

D] Financial matters

-

20%

-

20%

-

100%

E] Competency of presenter and time
Consciousness
Total

Guidelines:
A] The Team
1. Completeness of information of the team
b. Name of the team/company
2. Multi-disciplinary and complementary team members
3. Soft Skills of the team members
a. Assertive
4. The concept of the start-up company
5. The problem that the team is solving
6. Information on how the team contributes to the
solution
7. Contact information
B] Market Size and Validation
1. Size of the market

xx

2. Potential size of the opportunity
3. The competitor/s

C] The Product and Business Model
1.
2.
3.
4.

Product features and benefits
The competitive advantage of the team’s product
Initial traction/testing carried out
Business model for acquiring customers and
generating revenues

D] Financial Matters
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Burn rate
Breakeven point
Period before making a profit
Current investors
Use of funds

E] Competency of Presenter and Time Consciousness
1. Speaks clearly
2. Finishes the pitching in 5 minutes

1

ABSTRACTS

2

3

4

5

AT-YOUR-SERVICE MOBILE APP
Providing Quality Services and
Opportunities to Filipinos
At-Your-Service Mobile App is a pla�orm
for TESDA Cer��ed Skilled Workers to help
them get connected to individuals and families needing services such as electrical works,
plumbing services, housekeeping, automo�ve
repairs and others.
A capstone project by Neale Dagdag,
Almar De Guzman, and Rowena Pamplega
from Mapua University’s School of IT,
At-Your-Service Mobile App eventually
bloomed into a promising business idea.
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FILE PAL is a portable device for aims for a much easier transferring and managing digital files without the aid of a computer, laptop or any larger device. With the use of it, users will
be able to manage and back-up digital files from up to 4 different storing devices such as USB
flash drives, hard drives, mobile devices and even SD and microSD cards through SD ports.
The concept of the product started for an entrepreneurial school project and evolved as it go
through an innovation and technopreneurship training which is sponsored by the University of

the Philippines and Department of Science and Technology.
Founders: SHARI LOUISE CO, MARIA ARIELLE CLEOFAS, ELIJAH SANTOS
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teamabangplus@gmail.com
“Abang++ is a company that offers digital solutions in the fast-rising Car Rental Industry”
Problem:

In the Philippines, there aren't many platforms for rent-a-car businesses.
Most of the web platforms are based in countries like Israel and the US.
Currently, tourists and locals are only offered costly cars with very few car
rental choices. Small scale rent-a-car businesses also do not have the right
platform to market their cars to a wide array of people.

Solution:

Abang++ is a mobile-Based Car Rental Application that recommends a
wide array of cars for rent like SUV, AUV, trucks, and the like. The
application also allows the booking of vehicles and real-time tracking of
the cars once it is rented and a platform to hire freelance drivers. It also has
a web counterpart for car rental companies.

Market:

Our market mainly focuses on first, the car rental operators or companies,
those individuals who want to allow their cars to be rented, those tourists,
and those lipat-bahay truck operators, event organizers or event suppliers
who need cars or trucks for their logistics, and those adventurous Filipinos
but do not have their cars.

Revenue Model:

The company will be adapting the Freemium business model where car
owners can upload a maximum of 10 cars for free. If they wish to upload
more cars and access most of the application's features, they have to
subscribe to a premium account. Revenue will also be made through the
advertisements through the app and also from the sales commission for
every booking made through the application.

Team:

Marc Lennard Colina
Al Evander Saldua
Vanessa Tan
Lynielle Rustia
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brielamarkalcorin1996@gmail.com
0975-555-5905

Problem:

Every individual has a lack of discipline in their plastic waste disposal that
caused damage to the environment. On the other hand, local seaweed
farmers in Cebu have been receiving a low income that made them fail to
support the needs and wants for their families.

Solution:

Marane Goodness Cup is a biodegradable cup that decomposes naturally
in the environment; hence, plastic wastes will reduce. Making the
environment restore its natural beauty together with every organism lives
in their natural habitats.

Market:

We will be serving to 5,540+ hotels and restaurants in the country.
Primarily, we will focus on local Cebu market, aiming to partner with top
accommodation and food services establishments, bringing them the
value that they are now a catalyst for a healthier and better environment.

Revenue Model:

We will gain through channel sales – by having dealers, in-house sales
team, and direct sales.

Team:

Briel Mark Alcorin
Neil Flores
Randell Renacido
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esinsilyobusiness@gmail.com
(+63) 966 163 2287
https://www.facebook.com/esinsilyo
Problem:

The country is currently facing an artificial coin shortage, as
what most Filipinos experience on a day-to-day basis. Cashiers
from establishments cannot provide the exact amount of
change to their customers and use candies as a substitute.
Companies such as GCash and PayMaya offered a solution –
i.e.s cashless transaction. However, the problem remains
unsolved. The majority of Filipinos still use physical money.

Solution:

E-Sinsilyo is a smart coin-changer machine that conveniently
allows the user to convert paper bills into coins and coins into
paper bills.

Market:

We aim to sell the machine to jeepney terminals, malls and
gasoline stations in the Philippines as these establishments
often experience coin shortage.

Revenue Model:

Our revenue streams are retail sales of the machine,
transaction fee, and hardware maintenance fee.

Team:

Vadimir Anora
Jesrel Rusiana
Calvin Anonar
Rose Janine Pasumala
Gian Celso Tamano
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aedam0517@gmail.com
Problem:

Mercury inside the fluorescent lamp is toxic to humans. Some cases
of poisoning caused by mercury have been recorded in the world
due to improper disposal of the fluorescent lamps and bulbs. On the
other hand, replacing the busted fluorescent lamp with a new is
costly for average Filipino households.

Solution:

Fluorescent Booster is an electrical device which uses electrical
components that revives a busted fluorescent lamp.

Market:

The company will serve agricultural industries, hospitals, business,
and educational institutions, and households.

Revenue Model:

Fluorescent Booster shall be sold in both wholesale and retail
markup model.

Team:

Adam Alcaria
Reymon Pia
AJ Shane Manapsal
Junnel Villamor
Engr. Dennis Lauta
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jasmineqsuazo@gmail.com
Problem:

The Philippines considered as one of the fastest-growing economies,
contributes to the increasing demand in the real estate industry. Some
businesses construct real estate projects without following the proper
zoning required by the city. This can put the lives of the property owners
at risk.

Solution:

Geosite is a mobile-based geo locator helping brokers and developers
search for a reliable and safe location.

Market:

We will offer this solution to real estate developers, brokers and property
seekers, and sellers. As of 2018, there are 24 registered real estate
developers and 663 registered brokers in Cebu City which will be potential
pilot clients.

Revenue Model:

We will charge 3% of the broker's commission. We will also cater to
online advertisement as one of the revenue streams.

Team:

Jasmine Suazo
Tyron James Suquib
Nina Myka Joy Briones
Kate Luardo
Kean Zuazula
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goldendrop.mso@gmail.com
0906-443-9851
Problem:

Cebu province generates 75 tons of mango seed scraps from
mango processing companies every month. These mango
seed scraps were not able to utilize to its full commercial
potential.

Solution:

Golden Drop is mango seed oil made out of seed scraps. It is
used as intermediary goods for making cosmetic products,
and its pure form as an essential oil for spas and beauty salons.

Market:

Golden Drop will be offered to cosmetic industries, spa and
beauty salons.

Revenue Model:

Golden Drop shall be sold at 800 pesos per liter.

Team:

Alva Tabura
Joshua Garia
Nieva Marie Estenzo
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beehivemangjuam@gmail.com
+63 947 260 8198
www.facebook.com/mangjuam
Problem:

There are 17,866 registered cooperatives in the Philippines. Twenty-five
percent (25%) of these cooperatives are non-reporting, due to manual
operations, mismanagement and inaccurate reports according to
Cooperative Development Authority.

Solution:

Mangjuam is an online platform for cooperatives that creates a seamless
transaction for its members and administrators enabling a digital
approach to their operations unlike our competitors.

Market:

Mangjuam aims to cater the needs of 4,466 cooperatives who are using
manual operations and transactions.

Revenue Model:

The company earns through subscription with two different payments; a
one-time Php 50,000 activation fee with customization fit for the
cooperative, and a monthly subscription plan as low as Php 4,999, Php
8,999 and a Php 11,999. We will approach the market by digital marketing
and public relation giving cooperatives a 2-month freemium, to let them
experience the capability of the platform to extend their services globally
with faster and seamless operations.

Team:

Kenth Kirvy Inoc
Joseph Vincent Alesna
Elvin Marvey Cabua
Jones Gerson Ponsica
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yeuhanshen@gmail.com
09471979497
www.Facebook.com/powlet2.0
Problem:

There are 35,000 people reported missing each year in the
Philippines. This equates to one person every 15 minutes. Out of
the 35,000 missing people, twenty thousand (20,000) are under the
age of 18 years old.

Solution:

POWLET is a wearable device that aims to lessen the burden of
locating missing people. The device reduces the headache of busy
people on the security and safety of their loved ones since there is a
button that will send a message to the nearest Philippine National
Police station, family or emergency units. The mobile application is
downloadable to any smart phone for the family to fully utilize the
benefits of the device.

Market:

The market share of wristband in 2018 is 47% which has the biggest
share in all wearable devices as reported by Newsbyte.ph. Of the
said 47% market size, 20% are aged 3 to 17 years old, and 28% are
elderly. POWLET is for the parents and guardians who care for the
safety of the children and the elderly.

Revenue Model:

Each POWLET device will be sold at a retail price of Php 1,500.00

Team:

John Nino Ronnick Flores
Ron Michael Regis
Shem Macapobres
John Paulo Mendoza
Cherryl Lopez
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rsearnofficial@gmail.com
0922-501-1284
Problem:

Waste paper is the second most-produced solid waste in the
Philippines, contributing 19% of the total municipal solid waste
(Parayno, et.al.). Another study by IntactForests.org, said that
around 3.5 - 7 billion trees get cut down each year. A study of paper
used in a college in Metro Manila shows an initial estimate of 1.8
million sheets of paper annually per department. With these studies,
we can conclude that paper waste is increasing each year but
people are not interested in recycling.

Solution:

R's:Earn is a reverse paper waste vending machine with a
monitoring system. It aims to motivate people to recycle paper by
feeding it into the machine. The machine will then weigh the paper
fed and generates a receipt with corresponding points. The points
can be used to redeem rewards from partner establishments. The
machine is equipped with a Nano thermal printer, sound sensor
module, weighing scale, and Arduino Uno to connect the device to
the application.
Our target market will mainly comprise of schools, companies, and
establishments that use abundant paper daily.

Market:

Revenue Model:

Revenues for our company will mainly come from the sales of the
machine.

Team:

Rhea Shane Chiong
Charl’s Dave Erana
Donil Ponce
Jared Keith Cimafranca
John Mc Dale Villacruz
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sugoph@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/sugoph
Problem:

The need or customer pain point that SugoPH tries to solve is the issue of
people having a problem of accomplishing their errands on time. It is a
problem because failure on accomplishing an errand might lead to
consequences like penalties for not paying bills on time or worse, not being
able to pay at all. The people who are affected by this problem are those who
are preoccupied, persons with disabilities, sick, people who are away, and/or
people who just do not feel running their errands due to laziness.

Solution:

SugoPH makes running an errand a lot easier with its matching, messaging, and
live map features. The platform has two users, namely the service seekers and
the errand runners. The service seeker posts an errand via SugoPH Mobile App
and through the app’s automatic matching feature. The factors that determine
the matching criteria are the errand runner’s availability, offered services,
location, and rating. For further transactions and/or negotiations, the app
provides a messaging system for both users. For payments, the platform offers
offline and online payment. To ensure the service seekers’ security and safety,
errand runners will be assessed thoroughly through face to face interviews and
submission of valid documents. To maintain the errand runners’ legitimacy,
they will be regularly assessed. To regulate transactions for both users’
benefits, time constraint will be implemented and thus affects the service fees.

Market:

SugoPH aims to serve 41 million employed and 5.25 million unemployed
Filipinos.

Revenue Model:

We get our revenue from the Service Fee. SugoPH acquires 10% of the Service
Fee per transaction. Service fee is fixed. If properly implemented, SugoPH will
expect the revenue to be 30 pesos for every request and assuming we have 200
daily transactions, that would be 6,000 daily. Daily revenue * 30(days per
month) will be 180,000 monthly. Monthly revenue * 12(months a year) will be
2,160,000 pesos annually, and 6,480,000 after 3 years.

Team:

Mc James Gulles
Van Allen Diongzon
Jessa Marie Pedrola
Jolrey Nino Retuya
Peter Ellias Jose
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Bakso Sang Juara
BAKSO SANG JUARA is a culinary based business which prioritizes the
original taste of Indonesian food and currently has 2 branches in July 2019. I would
like to bring ”Bakso Sang Juara” into the reality where indonesian cuisine can be
both taste as good as traditional and western cuisine. I’m expecting that, indonesian
cuisine will show it existences around the world with the presence of “Bakso Sang
Juara”. Why Bakso Sang Juara? The first reason would obviously related to price.
Bakso sang juara has an affordable price which fit to all societies. Recently, we are
mainly targeted college student who are mostly spending their times of deciding
what would they have for lunch or even dinner with a good taste and affordable
price. The next reason is Bakso Sang Juara 100% made from the best processed and
safe ingredients. The last but not least and most important is Bakso Sang Juara is
free from preservatives and can be safely consumable. As far as we concerned we
have been getting a good feedback from customers and all societies and we’re
expecting to gain more trust from the customers and achieve our main goals to
present Bakso Sang Juara Internationally.
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Booka is startup that founded by Lidya Dameycelina Rias since in the end of 2016.
Booka was started to make an augmented reality magazin for kids then thematic
books for kids. Who already selling until Malaysia and Singapore, and process to
publish thematic books with big publisher in Indonesia. In the earlier 2019 booka
has a new services named booka for company, it provides an interactive
promotion tools and smart labeling for company. Booka already got 3 medals at
International Competition
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Emity aims to become a social enterprise that focus on empowerment of people with disabilities
in Indonesia. Emity is a web-based online platform devoted for people with disability. Emity as a
platform to provide information about opportunities for people with disabilities to prepare
themselves for work competition. Emity services can be accesses via www.emity.id. Emity offers
three main features:
1. Job Search
Job search service, help people with disabilities to find a job vacancy that suites their
expertise. Companies can advertise their job vacancies and find the right candidate for
the company.
2. Training Program
With the training program, Emity want to help people with disability improving their hard
skill and soft skill. Emity works with social institutions to train and hone the abilities of
people with disabilities according to their abilities. With the aim of people with disabilities
will be ready to work and have competence no less competitive.
3. E-commerce
As an e-commerce platform, Emity can distribute the handicapped goods in any form and
distribute the widely both in national and international markets. Emity also helps the
work of people with disabilities to branding their products owned under the auspices of
the emity brand.
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Geobak
Difficult to find peddlers. Just as experienced by its customers, itinerant traders know where
consumers or the community needs them. A much more affordable price is the reason for traveling
traders to be excellent for the community as needed.
GEOBAK application that helps traveling merchants with buyers, where by using Global
Positioning System technology, buyers can find out the location of traveling merchants, and vice
versa. Making our application have great potential, making this makes it more effective for people
and traveling merchants to fulfill. Not only is it useful for the community, this application also
makes itinerant traders make maximum money.
The development of the GEOBAK application does not have several advantages. Where,
traders will benefit more than, and consumers do not have to wait long because they can order in
advance through the application before the merchant arrives. The application offered will also
provide services to street vendors, where by using community resources who want to get additional
assistance by becoming a partner to deliver food to the location of the buyer.
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Granine (previously Granine Project)
is a local brand from Indonesia that
focus on serving healthy food
products that are freshly made daily,
crafted by hand in our home-kitchen
to deliver the healthy living
experiences to your front door.

MAIN PRODUCTS
Granola (type of baked
cereal which main based of
rolled oat mix with almonds,
cashews, sunflower seed,
pumpkin seed, dried raisin
and cranberry.)
Granine uses honey from
java, Indonesia for the
sweetness and olive oil for
healthy fat.
SNACK CATEGORY
Granola Bites (left)
Granola Parfait (center)
Oat Cookie (right)
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JENNIFER WALLET
Jennifer Wallet is a fashion business
focusing on men’s wallet products
founded by Maichel since 2014 . It
started on 2014 launching 10 wallet
models, and currently on 2019, we
have launch more than 100 models.
Jennifer Wallet have more than 50
craftsman employees and have more
than 10 admins. from we started until
right now, Jennifer Wallet have
already sold more than 150.000
products.
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The biggest contributor to unemployment in Indonesia is High School graduates. And we do some research
and this can be happen because Informal job or job that in the process of doesn’t need any special skill or
certification like Waiter,cashier,Courier,Telemarketer,receptionist, etc. are not yet distributed or well
informed compared to a formsl job or full-time jobs l, thereby reducing employment opportunities for
graduates of junior high school. Even though, many of business like a restaurant, café, event organizer, that
need a part time worker.
In addition, there are also many people whose time is not effectively used (low productivity) such as for
example students who have a lot of free time that is not used effectively, and many workers who work
under normal working hours. The distribution of part-time job information can help to maximize their free
time, because unemployment data is in contrast to companies that still need a lot of workforce that is part
time but is hampered by the distribution of work information that is still very minimal in Indonesia, and
from This distribution is very possible for people to have double jobs (even triple jobs) so they can produce
more and use their free time productively and productively.
KERJA-BOS It's a platform that brings together job seekers with jobs that are part timers.
Where in Indonesia there is currently no application or platform that focuses on providing an Ungraduated
workforce. Almost all official employment provider platforms play in the work segment for professionals
or for people who graduate and have certificates from official educational institutions. So KERJA-BOS
will makes it very easy for someone specifically who does not have a certificate or official education or
special skills to get fast income in a day by utilizing their free time effectively. KERJA-BOS also helps
from the side of a company that uses the services of a Part timer in running their business processes.
With the existence of KERJA-BOS, information on job opportunities that are part timers and fast moving
jobs will be very well distributed so that it will greatly help people of productive age to make the most of
their time by working par timers so that they use their free time effectively.
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NADIA SIGIT CREATIVE
Nadia Sigit Creative is a one-stop service for all
the creative online marketing needs of small to
medium businesses. Whether you’re a bridal
boutique, a hip new café, or vintage record store, we
help demystify the process of standing out on a
highly-saturated platform.
To help our clients get to their clients, we offer
three core services.
The first is copywriting. Who says words don’t matter? Good copywriting is paramount to
grabbing attention and could mean the difference between sitting prettily on Google’s first page
and being glossed over. ‘About us’ pages, product descriptions, advertisements—leave those to
us.
Next up is social media management. Ever wonder what to post on Instagram? Or maybe
you don’t have time to take care of all those posts by yourself. We’ve got your back. Together,
we’ll come up with a social media style of communication that beckons the right people to come
over and check out your business.
Need help determining your target market and how they think? Don’t know exactly what it
is that makes your business different? Let’s work it out with our final offering: strategy. We want
your business to nail its brand strategy, USP, and most importantly, its vision.
So how do we do it? With our amazing team of copywriters, photographers, and graphic
designers, of course. We’re all committed to helping your business grow through means of
creative online marketing. After all, reaching out shouldn’t be complicated!
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Naufal Nadhif Pratama

Print Me!
From the Association (PPGI) report, the Indonesia printing market growth is 14.48% worth for IDR 10
Trillion in 2016 (excluding product packaging market). The consumer is from student, individuals,
professional to company and institution. The service provider is print shops that are located scattered in
big cities and very few open 24 hours.
In Indonesia big cities to reach nearby print shops is
challenging in term distance (heavy traffic jam), time
(especially at night or urgent occasion) and price
(vary from one vendor to another) so we provide the
consumer with the solution by developing ecommerce, an online mobile app for printing
services solution that meets consumer with
providers (Print Shops) online named Print Me.
The customer can easily order any printing services
thru their smartphone or web site (for the company)
and the end product will be delivered via courier.
The marketing theme: Print anywhere, anytime,
delivered to you by courier.
The product slogan: Printing Solution at Your Finger
Tips.
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THE PRIORITY TOPICS
1. Internet of Things
2. Data Analytics and Harvesting
3. Communication Technology
4. Online Education
5. Sustainability
6. Sustainable Development
7. Disaster Risks Reduction
8. Smart Cities
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Organizing and Program Committee
A] Mapua University - Manila, Philippines
I] Office of International Linkages for Research and Development
1.
2.
3.
4.

Delia B. Senoro, PhD
Rhea P. Carnate
Marwin R. Gallardo
Calvin S. Cordero

II] Resiliency and Sustainable Development Center
1. Ciara Alyssa S. Yanuaria
2. Ma. Isabel Domino
III] School of Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management
1. Josephine D. German
2. Rex Aurelius C. Robielos
IV] Center for Teaching and Learning – Digital
1. Mary Christine A. Tomas
2. Jeffrey Dizon
3. Duztine Delos Angeles
V] ETY School of Business and Management
1. Marthinson M. Villanueva
2. Concordio S. Quisaot
VI] Purchasing Department
1. Geraldine C. Gochioco
2. Marvie SJ Pascacio
VII] Office of the President
1. Oliver Ryan B. Custodio
VIII] Corporate Communications Office
1. Patrick Glenn O. Acorin
2. Raymond F. Denaque
3. Ressian Dhel E. Ebio
4. Leonard Agustin
5. Bert Dominic G. Quito
6. Ma. Isabel S. Jimenez
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IX] Campus Development and Maintenance Office
1. Margarita V. Camacho
2. Juliet L. Borbon
X] Development Office for Information Technology
1. Brian O. Co
2. Sherwin D. Abril
3. Gilbert G. Suratos
XI] Resiliency and Sustainable Development Office
1. Ciara Alyssa S. Yanuaria
2. Ma. Isabel Domino
B] Idea Space Foundation, Inc. – Makati, Philippines
1. Diane Eustaquio
2. John Carlo Pullan
C] Varna University of Management, Varna, Bulgaria
1. Christina Armutlieva
2. Rosita Koleva
3. Desislava Sariyska
D] Ushers
D.1] ETY School of Business and Management
1. Alen, Jeeain
2. Aquino, Joshua
3. Bancolita, Ajah
4. Celis, Renzo
5. Chon, Carlos
6. Consuelo, Nia
7. Dela Cruz, Kaira
8. Diapana, Michael
9. Llarena, Christine
10. Lontok, Luis
11. Mangahas, Alyanna
12. Martin, Dannie
13. Obrique, Ahlou
14. Palarca, Brad
15. Randrup, Christina
16. Segovia, Ace
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17. Tanga, Joshua
18. Urbano, Princess
D.2] School of Industrial Engineering and Engineering
Management
1. Caraan, Francine
2. Manas, Angel
3. Yu, Allysa
D.3] School of Electrical, Electronics and Communications
Engineering
1. Taburno, Alisha
2. Valenzuela, Joy
D.4] School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering
1. De la Cruz, Clifford
2. Del Rosario, Amiel Benedict R.
3. Cagalawan, Nina
4. Molvizar, Japheth
5. Salamania, Angel
D.5] School of Civil, Environmental and Geological Engineering
1. Veluya, Joshua
D.6] Office of Social Orientation and Community Involvement
Program
1. Angeles, Sky
2. Diones, Jean
3. Galang, Nikkie
4. Cuaderno, Sofia
5. Llanes, Jillian
6. Manas, Angel
7. Medalla, Hannah
8. Pangan, Ai
9. Pimentel, Klarisse
10. Yannah, Nicole
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SPONSORS
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Department of Science and Technology
PHILIPPINE COUNCIL FOR INDUSTRY, ENERGY
AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT (PCIEERD)
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Cengage Learning Asia Pte. Ltd. (Philippine Branch)
Unit 1103, 11th Corporate Center 11th Avenue, corner Triangle Drive North Bonifacio,
Bonifacio Global City Taguig City, Philippines 1634
Telephone: (63) 2 869 9660/61/62
Email: asia.infophilippines@cengage.com
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Address: 151-N 18th Avenue, East Rembo, Makati City, Metro Manila, Philippines
Telephone: (02) 729-6031
Email: it_solns18@yahoo.com
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INTRAMUROS CAMPUS MAP
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INTRAMUROS CAMPUS MAP
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SSID: BEEHIVE
Password: BEEHIVE@mapua2019
For both Mapua Makati and Intramuros Campus
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